
DryMed® INCONTINENCE SOLUTIONS

Bed Protection - Pads - Diapers

DryMed® washable incontinence solutions - new freedom and better quality of life

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume
Consumer net price

per unit

19480 S 4024189194806 9283175 82 ml 21,01 EUR

19481 M 4024189194813 9283181 82 ml 21,01 EUR

19482 L 4024189194820 9283198 100 ml 23,53 EUR

19483 XL 4024189194837 9283206 110 ml 23,53 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19410 S 4024189194103 9283175 82 ml 21,01 EUR

19411 M 4024189194810 9283181 82 ml 21,01 EUR

19412 L 4024189194827 9283198 100 ml 23,53 EUR

19413 XL 4024189194834 9283206 110 ml 23,53 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19420 S 4024189194202 9283212 20,17 EUR

19421 M 4024189194219 9283229 20,17 EUR

19422 L 4024189194226 9283235 22,69 EUR

19423 XL 4024189194233 9283241 22,69 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19460 12x35cm   for  Size S 4024189194608 9282922 349 ml 9,24 EUR

19461 12x43cm  for Size M/L 4024189194615 9282939 429 ml 9,24 EUR

19462 12x53cm for Size XL 4024189194622 9282945 529 ml 9,24 EUR

with wet barrier on backside

Price List
Valid from 01.2018

With the appearence of this price list, the older price lists lose their validity

Incontinence level - very light

Ladies incontinence Slip with absorbing layers inside

Ladies washable incontinence Pull Up Pants with inside pockets- white

Incontinence level 1-2 - light to moderate

Ladies incontinence Slip with inside pockets to change pads , liquid impermeable on the back side

DryMed®  Ladies washable incontinence absorbing pads offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved 

quality of life.

Washable incontinence absorbing pads with wet barrier on back side. It is possible to change the pads often, 

according to demand.

Ladies washable incontinence Pads with wet barrier on back side

 Ladies washable incontinence Panties, with integrated absorbing layers - white

 Ladies washable incontinence Panties, with integrated absorbing layers - black 

DryMed®  Ladies washable absorbing Panties offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality of life. 

Ladies absorbing panties can be worn as usual underwear. Absorbing layers inside are made of several 

textile layers, which are soft, comfortable and retain humidity perfectly. A very discrete and pleasant solution, 

which also offers high security.  

DryMed®  Ladies washable incontinence Pull Up Pants offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved 

quality of life.

Washable incontinence Pull Up Pants have waterproof lining inside and offer the possibility to change the 

absorbing pads with liquid impermeable layer on the back side, according to demand. It is suitable for very 

light to moderate incontinence. DryMed® Pull Up Pants are manufactured from high quality and breathable 

textile layers. Products offer extra protection, when used with pads. Washable textile product avoids skin 

irritation. A discreet and pleasant solution which offers a high security.

DryMed®  Ladies washable absorbing Panties offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality of life.  

Ladies absorbing panties can be worn as usual underwear. Absorbing layers inside are made of several 

textile layers, which are soft, comfortable and retain humidity perfectly. A very discrete and pleasant solution, 

which also offers high security.  

Payment: in advance

Delivery: ex works

plus shipping and handling costs 1/5

01.2018
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DryMed® INCONTINENCE SOLUTIONS

Bed Protection - Pads - Diapers

DryMed® washable Incontinence Solutions - new freedom and better quality of life

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19400 S 4024189194004 9283123 270 ml 21,01 EUR

19401 M 4024189194011 9283146 280 ml 21,01 EUR

19402 L 4024189194028 9283152 300 ml 23,53 EUR

19403 XL 4024189194035 9283169 310 ml 23,53 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

PERMEABLE 19450 7x28cm 4024189194509 9283258 163 ml 7,56 EUR

no wet barrier on back side

DryMed®  Ladies washable incontinence Panties offer you a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality 

of life. 

Washable incontinence panties with absorbent included pads can be worn like normal underwear. The 

absorbent insert is made of several absorbent material shifts. Panties are very soft, comfortable and retain 

humidity perfectly. The absorbent included pad is coated with a wet-impermeable PU-Membrane and 

guarantees a sure protection. For a higher comfort, an additional pad can be added to increase the humidity 

retention. With an extra incontinence pad you have the opportunity to double the absorbing volume. A very 

discreet and pleasant solution, which also offers a high security.    

DryMed® Ladies washable incontinence inserts offer you a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality 

of life. 

Washable incontinence inserts guarantee sure protection. This insert offers additional capacity of liquid 

absorption. Discrete and pleasant solution, which offers higher absorption also for the night.

Incontinence level 1 -2 - light to moderate

Ladies incontinence Panties

Ladies washable incontinence Inserts for additional absorption and safety for the night- white

Ladies washable incontinence Panties with inner absorbing layers - white

Payment: in advance

Delivery: ex works

plus shipping and handling costs 2/5
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DryMed® INCONTINENCE SOLUTIONS

Bed Protection - Pads - Diapers

DryMed® washable incontinence solutions - new freedom and better quality of life

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19440 S 4024189194400 9282879 257 ml 47,90 EUR

19441 M 4024189194417 9282885 279 ml 52,10 EUR

19442 L 4024189194424 9282891 292 ml 56,30 EUR

19443 XL 4024189194431 9282916 356 ml 61,34 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19430 S 4024189194301 9282827 582 ml 32,77 EUR

19431 M 4024189194318 9282833 698 ml 32,77 EUR

19432 L 4024189194325 9282856 698 ml 32,77 EUR

19433 XL 4024189194332 9282862 825 ml 37,82 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

19470

12c35cm

for Size S 4024189194707 9282951 349 ml 8,40 EUR

19471

12x43cm

for Size M/L 4024189194714 9282968 429 ml 8,40 EUR

19472

12x53cm

for Size XL 4024189194721 9282974 529 ml 8,40 EUR

no wet barrier on back side

Gents washable incontinence Inserts for Boxer Shorts and Briefs -for additional absorption and safety or for the 

night- white-blue 

DryMed® Gents washable incontinence Boxer shorts offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality 

of life.  

Washable incontinence Boxer shorts with integrated absorbing layers can be worn as normal underwear. 

Absorbing textile layers are soft, comfortable and retain humidity perfectly. The outer lining is coated with 

liquid impermeable material, which guarantees sure protection. For higher comfort, an additional insert could 

be worn for the night, to get extra absorption. Discrete and pleasant solution which also offers high security.

DryMed® Gents washable incontinence inserts offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality of life.  

Washable incontinence inserts guarantee sure protection. This insert offers additional capacity of liquid 

absorption. Discrete and pleasant solution, which offers higher absorption also for the night.

Gents washable incontinence Briefs with integrated absorbing layers - white

Incontinence level 2-3 - moderate to heavy

Gents incontinence Briefs 

DryMed® Gents washable incontinence Briefs with integrated absorbing textile layers offer a new feeling of 

freedom and an improved quality of life. 

Washable incontinence Briefs can be worn as normal underwear. Products are soft, comfortable and retain 

humidity perfectly. The outer lining is coated with liquid impermeable material, which guarantees sure 

protection. For higher comfort, an additional insert could be worn for the night, to get extra absorption. 

Discrete, fashionable and pleasant solution, which also offers high security.

Gents washable incontinence Boxer Shorts with integrated absorbing layers - blue caro

Incontinence level 1 - light

Gents incontinence Briefs and Boxershorts

Payment: in advance

Delivery: ex works

plus shipping and handling costs 3/5
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DryMed® INCONTINENCE SOLUTIONS

Bed Protection - Pads - Diapers

DryMed® washable incontinence solutions - new freedom and better quality of life

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

10201/888K S (36-38) 4024189102016 8811494 2196 ml 66,39 EUR

10202/888K M (40-42) 4024189102023 8811502 2733 ml 66,39 EUR

10203/888K L (44-46) 4024189102030 8811519 3073 ml 73,11 EUR

10204/888K XL (48-50) 4024189102047 8811525 3696 ml 73,11 EUR

10205/888K XXL (52-54) 4024189102054 8811531 4841 ml 83,19 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

PERMEABLE 12203/101W 50x13cm 4024189122038 9283264 673 ml 7,98 EUR

no wet barrier on back side

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

41297 90x75cm 4024189412917 9283092 19,00 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

41295 90x75cm 4024189412900 9283086 22,50 EUR

DryMed® unisex washable incontinence Diapers offer a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality of 

life. 

Unisex washable incontinence Diapers which have absorbing layers and double wet-barrier on both sides 

are recommended for heavy to severe incontinence levels. Absorbing textile layers consist of several shifts, 

giving security also for the night. The incontinence diaper is soft and retains high humidity, thus preventing 

skin irritation. For a higher comfort and absorption capacity, suitable insert could be used, guaranteeing 

extra protection. A pleasant solution which offers the highest security.

Incontinence level 3 - heavy to severe urinary  + stool incontinence

Unisex incontinence Diapers and Inserts

DryMed® unisex washable incontinence Inserts for Diapers offer you a new feeling of freedom and an 

improved quality of life. 

Unisex washable incontinence Inserts for Diapers is anatomically formed, is light avoiding skin irritation. It 

guarantees good absorbing volume. It grants the ideal security for the perfect well-being and tranquility. A 

very discreet and pleasant solution which offers the highest security.

DryMed® Washable absorbent Underpads with wings offer you a new feeling of freedom and an improved 

quality of life. 

DryMed® Washable absorbent Underpads with impermeable coating on the back side are ideal for mattress 

protection. The high absorption capacity grants an optimal security.

DryMed® Washable absorbent Underpads offer you a new feeling of freedom and an improved quality of life. 

Washable absorbent Underpads with impermeable coating on the back side are ideal for mattress 

protection. The high absorption capacity grants an optimal security.

Unisex washable incontinence Diapers

Unisex washable incontinence Inserts for Diapers

Washable absorbent Underpads with wings

Washable absorbent Underpads

Payment: in advance
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plus shipping and handling costs 4/5
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DryMed® INCONTINENCE SOLUTIONS

Bed Protection - Pads - Diapers

DryMed® washable incontinence solutions - new freedom and better quality of life

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

43104

90-100x200

x14-20 4024189431048 9283063 16,81 EUR

Art. Nr. Size EAN-Nr. PZN

Absorbing

Volume

Recommended Consumer net 

price

per unit

26102/4 32x60cm 40L 4024189261027 12,52 EUR

DryMed® Laundry bag provide a new feeling of protection and cleanliness. 

The Laundry bag has a wet-barrier to store worn.

Laundry Bag

DryMed® washable impermeable mattress cover offers you a new feeling of freedom and an improved 

quality of life. 

DryMed® washable impermeable mattress cover, through impermeable coating on the back side, is a barrier 

for wetness penetration to mattress. The mattress cover can be fit around the mattress tightly through its 

elastic bands. Hygienic, grants an optimal security.

Washable impermeable Mattress Cover - white

Payment: in advance
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plus shipping and handling costs 5/5
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